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Fountain
waters to run
.
Garden steward has big plans for the future of student-run Legacy Garden
again soon

Garden feeds campus community

by Manhew E. Zeidan
Chief Copy Editor

According to staff at Saint
Mary's College's Physical plant,
students won't have to wait much
longer for the waters to begin flowing again at the fountain .
The fountain , a common sight
for students, has been out of commission since the summer of 2009.
The actual project began back in
late spring semester of 2009 when
it was noted that the tile, as well as
the cap used for dispensing water,
needed to be replaced.
It has served as the centerpiece
for the area directly outside of the
former Cassin Student Union.
In a recent interview, Joe Kehoe, Executive Director of the
Physical Plant at Saint Mary's,
noted that the whole project
is costing the College "around
$35,000" in total expenditures.
Kehoe mentioned that the project ran into several roadblocks
including an issue dealing with
the project contractor. He noted
that the contractor had his own
"personal problems" that made
it difficult to achieve the desired
completion date.
When it came to replacing the
tile for the fountain, Kehoe stated

see FOUNTAIN, p3

Reading program
awarded $2.1
million
by Ashley Soro
Staff Writer

After receiving $2.1 million
through the U.S. Department of
Education, Saint Mary's can now
expand "Reading Recovery", an
educational program including
literacy intervention and teacher
training based at the Kalmanovitz
School of Education. The program
helps first grade students who have a
hard time learning how to read and
write in school.
Saint Mary's is currently working with 15 other institutions in the
"Reading Recovery: Scaling Up
What Works" program. The Reading Recovery program has been a
part of Saint Mary's for almost 20
years, with the school acting as a
University Training Center for the
teachers. Providing $54 million to the
partner institutions in order to reach
schools with lower academic results
in 40 states, the plan assists students
living in rural areas as well as English

see KSOE, p3
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by Somel Jammu
Contributing Writer

At the very back of Legacy Garden, past the rows of summer
squash, Black Beauty eggplants, and
cherry tomatoes, past the cloves of
garlic, bushes of basil, and sprigs
of mint, there is the Prayer Wall - a
small construction of loosely piled
bricks meant to hold the prayers of
any and all that will slip one between
the holes and tiny spaces. At another

end, there is the apple tree that the
women's lacrosse team planted and
dedicated in honor of late team
member Jenny Martinez '12; it is
more than a sapling, but not yet fully
sprouted. And from the very top of
the hilly, sloped garden, there is a
clear view of the sky, surrounding
trees, and campus below.
"[Legacy Garden] is really for
the students," garden steward Julie
Welch said.
Since its creation approximately

two years ago, the Legacy Garden
has been in operation primarily
for the students. Whether students
come and visit or get involved with
the garden for the Prayer Wall, the
planting process, or just the peaceful
atmosphere of it, Welch welcomes
everyone. Located further up the hill
behind South Claeys, the ,garden is
fenced in to keep out animals such
as deer, but never locked, so that
students may have the freedom to
come and visit the garden at any

time they wish.
According to Welch, who was
hired by food management and
facilities service, Sodexo, the garden
was started by Project Green - an
affiliation headed by Shawny Anderson with a focus on the environment,
sustainability, and how to be more
"green". With Saint Mary's College and Sodexo working together
to provide the land, water and other

see GARDEN, p3

Plans for new recreation center announced
by Virginia Gilchrist
Contributing Writer

After a long day of classes,
meetings, and finishing up last
minute assignments, hitting the
gym is some students ' way of
letting off some steam - that is,
if they 're lucky enough to snag
an open machine.
Sophomore Natalie Werber is
a regular at the Madigan Cardio
Center and has noticed a huge increase in the number of students
using the equipment. "By the
time my classes are over, the cardio floor is packed and the gym is
full of sports teams," Weber said.
"There are times I can't even get
a workout in because there is just
no more room."

While many students
aren't affected by the
overcrowding in the fitness facilities , those who
are may be in for a sigh
of relief. By the end of
the month, the new cardio area in central campus will be finished and
open for student use.
In addition, the Board iiilllWl//i1>:50;;~;/Ji'....
of Trustees has just approved plans to build
a state-of-the-art recreational facility where
the baseball fields are
currently located.
According to the Fiscal Year 2010-2011 Capital Proj- provement projects on over two
ects Report, the school has either dozen campus facilities.
As part of these renovations,
completed or nearly completed
approximately $3 million of im- the former food service space in
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Campus sees major improvements
bv Ashlev Soro
Staff Writer
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Impacting two dozen facilities,
$3 million in campus improvements are being completed due
to funding from donations and
budget appropriations from the
past and present. Improvements
in residence halls as well as athletic, academic, and support facilities are underway if not already
finished.
As for the renovations in Marjorie Ageno and Justin halls,
students currently walk on new
carpets. Assumption recently
renovated the student rooms
which now has a net increase of
20 beds, but is still waiting for
the lounge and kitchen area to
be completed by the end of this
month. Thanks to the improvements at this time, DeLaSalle has

Staff Writer

VICTORIA RUDD
Business Manager

of rooms while Dante waits for
a new writing lab to open up in
room 202. The current Archeology Lab will turn into an area for
residents, which is good news for
the influx of students on campus,
while a new Archeology Lab will
replace storage space.
If anyone was wondering about
what happened to the Grill between Cafe Louis and Dryden
Hall, it has been converted into
an exercise and lounge area that
will be completed by the end of
this month. Considering Madigan
Gym has a limited amount of
workout machines, this provides
another option for students wishing to exercise with equipment.
All of the renovations should
benefit students as well as staff
and faculty members by providing
accommodating features to the
facilities on campus.

TransGender San Francisco visits campus
bV Diana Ramirez

MICHAEL BRUER
BRYANT WEST
Editors-in-Chief

lounges on each floor, benefitting
either the students that feel crowded in triples or those that may not
enjoy walking up and down the
stairs to the library to study. As
for WiFi service, it should work
in all residence halls by the end
of this month.
In regards to the athletic facilities here at Saint Mary's, 1,200 sq.
ft. has been added to the training
room in Madigan Gym, which
now includes a private exam room
and office space for the athletic
trainers. The lobby has increased
its size by 1,400 sq. ft. in McKeon
Pavilion, which will hopefully
help with crowds when the basketball season begins. Other athletic
facility renovations include the
Pat Vincent rugby field and men's
baseball offices.
As of now, Dante and Galileo
Hall have completed renovations

Last Thursday, the Intercultural
Center presented An Overview
of Transgender, Transsexuality,
and Transition as part of its Fall
Weekly Programs. TransGender
San Francisco, a non-profit corporation that serves the educational,

social and recreational needs of
the transgendered community,
also strives to educate the general
public on transgenderism, while
clarifying many misconceptions.
Guest-speakers Lisa, Gwen,
and Zoe of TransGender San
Francisco spoke about Transgenderism, and shared their personal
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experiences when going through
transition. "Transgender," they
say, is used as an umbrella term
that includes an array of identities
or, "all persons whose perceived
gender or anatomical sex may be
incongruent with their gender
expression, and all persons exhibiting gender characteristics and
identities which are perceived to
be androgynous."
TransGender San Francisco
was formed by a small group of
friends in 1982 as a way to gather
with other transgendered individuals in response to the little
support there was for the transgender community. Although
more resources are now available
in metropolitan areas across the
country, people still know very
little about what it means to be
transgender. "Thats what made
me want to become an educator
for the transgender community,"
said Zoe.
The program ended with questions for the guest-speakers such
as what allies can do for the
transgender community. Gwen
responded, "The best thing you
can do is to educate, even just
clearing misconceptions and
usages of words when you hear
people talking about helps."

Crime Beat
The Collegian is the official newspaper of the Associated Students of
Saint Mary's College. The Collegian
is published weekly, except during
examination periods and academic
recesses. The Collegian reserves the
right to hold and edit all submitted
materials, solicited and unsolicited.
The Collegian's Editorial Board is
comprised of aU oversight staff
members. Other opinions expressed
are not necessarily endorsed by The
Collegian, its contributors and/ or advertisers. To place an advertisement
or inquire about a subscription, call
The Collegian's Business Department
at 925.631.4279 or visit www.smccollegian.com/ advertising.

09/16/10
1:19 a.m.
Incident: Information only.
Synopsis: Harassing behavior in
Augustine Hall; referred to Community Life.
09/16/10
5:05 p.m.
Incident: Disturbing the peace.
Synopsis: Possible property damage in Library; referred to Community Life.
09/16/10
11:20 p.m.
Incident: Student handbook violation.
Synopsis: Possession of marijuana and minors in possession
in upper De La Salle parking lot;
referred to Student Conduct.
09/18/10
2:01 a.m.
Battery.
Synopsis: Physical dispute among

Incident~

students in townhouse parking
lot; referred to Community Life.

09/18/10
10:25 a.m.
Incident: Information only.
Synopsis: Harassing behavior in
Augustine Hall; referred to Community Life.
09/18/10
3:30 p.m.
Incident: Information only.
Synopsis: Suspicious circumstances reported anonymously
outside of Ageno C; suspended.
09/20110
4:20 a.m.
Incident: Grand theft.
Synopsis: Missing MacBook from
Thille Hall; referred to Community Life.
09/20/10
6:59 p.m.
Incident: Attempted burglary.

Synopsis: Window screen pushed
in (nothing taken) in Syufy Hlal;
referred to Community Life.

09/21/10
5:38 p.m.
Incident: Petty theft.
Synopsis: Garmin GPS taken
from unlocked vehicle outside
Guerrieri East; referred to Community Life.
09/22/10
2:30 p.m.
Incident: Failure to yield.
Synopsis: Damage to tire and
rim on passenger front side at De
La Salle Drive; referred to Community Life.
09/22/10
5:47 p.m.
Incident: Information only.
Synopsis: Suspicious circumstances at Thille Hall; referred t()
Community Life.

MICHAEL BRUER

Major
misconceptions
One of the most frequently asked
questions that college students today
will hear posed by students, professors, and parents is "What is your
major?" As one enters higher education the focus of students' studies
narrows, and we are encouraged to
select a particular area of studies.
The inquiries do not stop there,
however, as you are then asked to
describe your plans after college in
order to determine how you will
utilize what you learned. That being said, every major comes with
its positive and negative aspects.
In addition, every major carries
with it some form of stereotype or
misconception.
Being a split major, I wanted to
highlight the misconceptions about
both English and Psychology. According to Sandra Grayson, the
Chair of the Department of English
here at Saint Mary's College, the
most common stereotype is "Study
English, teach English." But this
could not be further from the truth.
English as a major is "a great preparation for any career that requires
the ability to read analytically and to
express ideas in clear prose." English
majors go on to become successful in a wide variety of fields: law,
medicine, and business, to name a
few. Grayson referenced Mary Volmer, who writes fiction and recently
wrote Crown of Dust, originally
published in England but which is
being reissued to rave reviews in the
United States. Volmer also directs
the Honors Program here at Saint
Mary's College.
The misconceptions about
students who study Psychology
are many and varied. Take Sally
Stampp, current Chair of the Psychology Department, who explains,
"I usually try to avoid telling others
that I am a Psychology professor
upon being introduced because over
the years I have too often recieved
responses such as 'oh, I better be
careful what I say around you' or
'Wow, you are the right person for
me to be talking to' or things like
this." According to Stampp, generally people think of psychology in
terms of clinical psychology, not
realizing that there are all kinds of
fields of psychology, some of which
have little to no relation to clinical
practice. Similar to English, Psychology majors pursue a variety of
careers including teaching, research,
social work, business, journalism,
and many more.
As many know, at the heart of
any stereotype is some sediment of
truth. So while we may be partially
correct in identifying English majors
as future teachers and Psychology
majors as future clinical psychologists, it is also true that each of these
majors produce careers in other
fields and concentrations. In the
words of Saint Mary's alum and
English major Heidi Bryant '99, an
English major can use their degree
to do "anything they want."

Tuesday, September

RECREATION:
College to have
own 'crowning
jewel'

3

Feature
Calendar

A night out with Public Safety
One journalist experiences breaking up parties with campus officers

continued from page 1
155 is currently being converted
into a lounge and exercise area
and is expected to be complete
by the end of September.
"A lot of colleges have recreation centers as their crowning
jewel in recruiting students," said
Kory Hayden, the Director of
Intramural Sports. "But at Saint
Mary's, we take pride in what we
do have, such as the award winning tennis courts, numerous outdoor basketball courts, open gym
in Madigan until midnight and
the cardio center until 11 pm."
She also listed other places to
exercise such as in the Power
Plant, stretch and tone classes,
turbo kickboxing classes, the
swimming pool, the sand volleyball court, and the running and
biking trails throughout Moraga
and Lafayette.
Saint Mary's will soon have
its "crowning jewel" as the Athletic Development department is
moving forward with plans for a
complete recreation and aquatic
center.
According to associate Director of Athletics Marty Storti,
these plans include three large
multi-purpose indoor courts, an
outdoor swimming pool, three
multi-purpose group exercise
rooms, men's and women's locker
rooms, and a large fitness room
with cardio equipment, cabledriven weight systems, and free
weights.
The development committee
is also working on plans for a
climbing wall, an outdoor barbeque plaza, and a lounge with
a cafe, seating arrangements, and
administrative offices.
Keith Brant, the Vice President
of Development, notes that this
is part of a larger, $30 million
Athletic and Recreational Corridor that will connect the new
Recreational and Aquatic Center
to the Tim Korth Tennis Courts
and Cotrell Softball Field by way
of a walkway sta"rting at Fillippi
Academic Hall. "We're making
good progress, but since this a
fundraised project, the timeline
is contingent upon raising the
money," said Brant.
Coordinator of Health Promotion and Education, Dr. Tia
Lillie, is thrilled to learn of the
plans for a recreation center. "As
a health educator, I like to stress
preventative measures to keep
students well, and it's taken over
a year for me to organize my
stretch and tone class because
of the lack of available space,"
Lillie said. "This center is a
much-needed resource for the
health of current students and the
recruitment of new ones."
Students are just as excited.
"I can't wait for this recreation
center to be built," Werber said.
"When my dad went here for
his Master's, he bragged about
the great science labs, and I'm
excited for the prospect of having
such a nice recreation center to
brag to my kids about."

28, 2010

Justin Hall way too fast and hit a
car, causing that car to hit another.
The driver then left campus despite
Public Safety following quickly
after with their lights and sirens
on. The matter was taken care of
later that night with Moraga police.
There were at least three calls
of "intoxicated females" in three
freshman residence halls. There
were also plenty of parties in the
town houses in Guerreri Park, and
Public Safety checked on most of
these as well. Arone entered one
room where there were a few people and numerous bottles of alcohol. After confirming that everyone
was 21 and receiving a "yes," he
commented on the TV show they
were watching and told them to
have a good night. The same thing
occurred in another townhouse
later on, where there were clearly
more people in the room than the
maximum capacity allows.
The quad in Guerreri Park was
full of students after the dance. At
least 100 students were just standing around, some drinking, some

hv Krvsta wonhen
Staff Writer

Public Safety- they are the ones
letting students into their rooms
when they are locked out, driving students home late at night if
they don't feel safe, guarding the
entrance of the school at all times.
They are also the ones knocking on
your door in the middle of a party
checking IDs or telling you to turn
down the music.
But Public Safety is pretty relaxed if things are kept under
control. Last Friday night, after the
Oasis dance, this journalist tagged
along with Officer Joe Arone as he
went from call to call from about 11
p.m. -1:30 a.m.
Friday and Saturday nights are
when the officers get the most calls.
Last Friday night there were extra
students on campus as guests at
the dance, and the red cups were
plentiful. The first incident of the
night was a call about a student
who had turned the corner behind

smoking, most talking. It took
half an hour and six Public Safety
officers walking through yelling at
all the students to go back to their
rooms. After the students had dispersed, the lawn, along with the
outside of most residence halls, was
littered with beer cans and red cups.
Public Safety is not here to
"ruin your campus experience,"
says Officer Arone. "We're just
here to make sure the students
are safe. We're educational officers." Public Safety is on the
side of the students, they are
here to help you and keep you
safe. They do have to notify
police authorities if there is a
notable amount of marijuana
found, and they don't need a
warrant to search any rooms on
campus if there is a suspicion of
marijuana because these rooms
are private property.
These officers are not here to
ruin your fun. They want you
to have fun, as long as it is in a
safe way. Respect Public Safety,
and they will respect you back.

FOUNTAIN: Project expected to be done this week
continued from page 1
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continued from page 1
bines oral language skills, reading
and writing intensive instruction
at an early point in a child's learning before they fall far behind their
classmates and closes the gap quickly,
usually in less than 20 weeks."
Saint Mary's is the only college

in California to obtain this award.
The interim dean of Kalmanovitz,
Jerry Brunetti, says that the grant
demonstrates Saint Mary's success
"and ongoing commitment to leadership in the field of early childhood
education."

GARDEN: Welch hopes to partner with Slow Food
continued from page 1
resources, much of the costs of operating the garden are taken care
of. However, Welch decided to get
creative and raise more funds and
promote the garden at the same time
by having a weekly Farmer's Market
on campus.
"[Legacy Garden] is more than
just a garden," said Welch. "It is a
demonstration garden, a learning
place for labs, a form of service
learning for classes, and exposure to
the students to natural food. It's fresh
produce, healthy, and affordable."
With her experience in a special
extension at University of California Davis, gardening savvy, and

success with the Legacy Garden,
Welch has big plans for the future:
constructing an outdoor kitchen,
creating area for a picnic pavilion,
having space for a classroom, and
employing a system through which
rainwater could be utilized. With
these additions, Welch could also
begin holding larger events, such as
potlucks and tomato-testing parties.
And in a final attempt to reach out
to the entire school, Welch is thinking of partnering with Slow Food,
an organization and international
movement focused on resisting the
spread of fast food. If started, Slow
Food would have a new chapter

Study Abroad Fair
Wednesday, September 29
11:00 a.m. - 2:00 p.m.
Ferrioggiaro Quad
Contact Lorien Romito
x4107
Meditation with Brother
Camillus
Wednesday, September 29
11 :45 a.m. -12:25 p.m.
Chapel Side
Contact Brother Camillus
Chavez
x4366
Brother Martin Fallin
Memorial Mass
5:00 p.m. - 6:00 p.m.
Chapel
Contact Fr. Sal Ragusa
x4366
Jazz Quartet
Wednesday, September 29
7:00 p.m. - 10:00 p.m.
Soda Center
Contact Alice Stevens

ha

the base would not remain in
place and ultimately needed
to be swapped out for a new
tile altogether.
While the fountain doesn't
necessarily take the cake as
the most costly project on
campus, Kehoe noted that this
is still a "pretty expensive project" overall and "this project
is not justified by [its] length."
When asked last Monday
when the project was expected
to be complete, Kehoe stated
that he expected "it to be done
by the end of this week."

KSOE:Saint Mary's only CA college to receive award
Language Learners.
According to Adria Klein, the
director of the program at the Kalmanovitz School of Education, Saint
Mary's does a good job in helping
the students catch up quickly. "The
Reading Recovery program com-

Movie Night: Toy Story 3
Tuesday, September 28
9:00 p.m. -11:00 p.m.
LeFevre Theatre
Contact Reuben Greenwald
x4704

at Saint Mary's run by students
interested in not just producing and
providing healthy, organic food, but
also in learning and educating others
about the environmental and social
issues behind the food system.
But right now, Welch is content with helping expose the Saint
Mary's community to healthy,
fresh produce by hosting the weekly
Farmer's Market during community time. And the reward in return
makes her smile.
"The eggplant parmesan [made
with eggplants from the garden] is
to die for," said Welch. "Or so I've
been told!"

Coffeehouse: Bracelets and
Lanyards
Wednesday, September 29
8:00 p.m. - 11:00 p.m.
Hagerty Lounge
Contact Reuben Greenwald
x4704
Friday Night Life:
Salsa Night
Friday, October 1
8:00 p.m. - 11:00 p.m.
Dryden Hall
Contact Reuben Greenwald

x4704
Yoga
Monday, October 4
12:00 p.m. - 1:00 p.m.
Soda Center
Contact Bill Lee
x4074
St. Francis of Assisi
Monday, October 4
12:10p.m. - l:OOp.m.
Chapel
Contact Joanne Angerame
x4366

Planning an event?
Want it in The Collegian?
-mail us with the details of your
event at:
collegia@stmarys-ca.edu
or call for more information:
{925) 6314279

Sorry, but due to space
limitations we cannot list
individual club meetings.
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DETOUR
Grammy-winning quartet to perform in Soda
Critical/y-accl~imed Turtle
bv Susie Foresman
Staff Write:r

The internationally-reowned
jazz ensemble Turtle Island
Quartet will be playing a special
show for the Saint Mary's College community this Wednesday, September 29 at the Soda
Activity Center. The show will
celebrate the music of Jimi
Hendrix.
Turtle Island Quartet is a celebrated Bay Area group, active
since 1985 , best known for their
revolutionary use of strings in
chamber music. Their music
bridges many styles, including
bluegrass, classical, funk, jazz,
and Latin. In addition to having been critically acclaimed by
the New York Times and cellist
Yo-Yo Ma , the group has also
won Grammy Awards for Best

Island Quartet to celebrate music of Ji mi Hendrix

Classical Crossover Album in
2006 and 2008.
For their performance at
Saint Mary's College, David
Balakrishnan, founder and
violinist of the quartet, and
company will be showcasing the music of Hendrix,
celebrating the way that he
changed rock music forever
through his combination of
raw talent, technical skills,
and compositional insight.
In Hendrix 's honor, they will
reinterpret and reconstruct
many traditional genres of
music and present new styles
and techniques to see the originals in an entirely new light.
Tickets will be $5 for SMC
students, $10 for non-SMC
students, faculty and staff,
$15 for seniors, and $20 for
general admission. For more
information about tickets, call
(925) 631-4670.

Pho to courtesy o f s tringsmagazine .co m

Wall Street: a lucrative investment
Michael Douglas excels in sequel 23 years after original
bv Alison Clark
Contributing Write:r

Gordon Gekko, the King
of Wall Street, makes his triumphant return from jail to
find that the world of money
he once knew has changed in
Wall Street: Money Never Sleeps.
Gekko went to jail as the worst
of financial criminals. When he
leaves .Prison, he enters a new
Wall Street where fiscal responsibility and morality have been
thrown to the wind. The new
heads of leading financial institutions are gambling with the
world's money and the bubble
is about to burst.
The story jumps from 2001
to 2008 during the stock market
crash and the collapse of Bear
Stearns and Lehmann Brothers.
The fictional company, Keller
Zabel, which is featured at the
beginning of the film , closely
resembles the failures of Stea-

rns and Lehmann. The real-life
social commentary is balanced
with the glitz and glamour
typical of an Oliver Stone film:
pricey motorcycles, private helicopters, and posh Manhattan
offices.
Shia LaBeouf (Transformers)
has easily transitioned from
playing a teen saving the world
from evil robots to the young
and ambitious Wall Street
stock trader, Jacob. He plays
the fiance of Gorden Gekko's
estranged daughter, Winnie,
who is played by the refreshingly new and talented Carey
Mulligan (An Education) . The
real scene-stealer is, of course,
Michael Douglas. He brings an
older and wiser Gordon Gekko
to the screen who is intent on
reconnecting with his daughter.
Gordon Gekko, in his new
career as an author, highlights
the instability of the current
economic infrastructure, and
showcases his omniscience

about the impending
collapse of Wall Street.
He becomes a mentor to
Jacob, who is resolved
to avenge his former
mentor and boss, Lewis
Zabel's (Frank Langella - Frost/Nixon) death
after the fall of Keller
Zabel. Susan Sarandon and Charlie Sheen
make brief, almost forgettable
appearances.
Sarandon plays Jacob's
struggling realtor mother and Sheen cameos as
Bud Fox, as a reminder
of Gekko's past.
The
plot
twists,
while somewhat predictable, offer much in
the way of excitement.
This, paired with an
exceptional cast, make
for an overall successful
sequel.
Grade: A-

Ph oto co ur tesy o f m ov ie mu se r. co. uk

The Collegian is always looking for new
writers and staff members!
Open positions include:
Sports Editor
Assistant News Editor
Assistant Opinion Editor
Assistant Detour Editor
Assistant Sports Editor
Chief Photographer
Photographer
Staff Writers
Applications can be found outside
The Collegian office in Ferroggiaro Hall.

Tuesday, September
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DETOUR
Deerhunter create thoughtful sound with Digest

Fourth album lives up to expectations for Atlanta-based indie band
Deerhunter
Halcyon Digest

bv Susie Foresman
Staff Writer

Deerhunter's fourth studio
album, Halcyon Digest, is aptly
titled: according to lead singer
Bradford Cox, it refers to the significance of memories, and the
remarkable way in which the human mind edits and rewrites our

life story into a "digest" version
of those details and ideas which
we really want to remember.
As the album unfolds, it becomes clear that this concept
echoes throughout. The layers
of instruments, synthesizers,
and vocals combine to create
a thoroughly atmospheric and
thoughtful environment.
The album's simple but
impactful opener, the ballad
"Earthquake," sets the stage
with jangled guitar tones accompanied by a slow, wistful
call to the listener: "Do you
recall - your face was white as

all?" Ensuing tracks, such as
"Revival," the lead single, pick

some poppiness. In this way,
Halcyon Digest straddles the line
between
dreamy
shoegaze and simple pop music.
Another
highlight is "Desire
Lines,"
a track
reminiscent of the
Strokes, written by
guitarist
Lockett
Pundt. Cox croons
as if to mourn the
passage of time,
"When you were
1111
Photo courtesy ofl!llr•hell_llli.ne-ofb.,,_.es r!ir;.;t.co.lo""11m young I And your
up the pace and lend the album excitement showed I But as

time goes by I Does it outgrow."
Halcyon Digest is an album
that grabs the listener and takes
them on a journey through the
narrator's recollections of the
past. With this album, Deerhunter finds a way to mix its
dazed, slower side with an upbeat pop element. In such, the
group is likely to appeal to wider audiences without losing its
identity, something that many
other groups have tried and
failed to do.
Grade: A
Download: "Desire Lines"

Jimmy ''invents'' brand new world in latest album
Arizona-based emo rockers Jimmy Eat World stay true yet enter new territory on Invented

Jimmy Eat World

Invented

bv Alexis Revnoso
Staff Writer

Jimmy Eat World hits the
mark with their new album Invented, set to premiere in the
US today, meaning every true
fan of the band has something
to look forward to.
Invented is the band's latest
release since their 2008 album,
Tempe Sessions, and those waiting for the new release will not
be disappointed. The album has

~--~
Photo courtesy of phillyist.corn

achieved something that not all
artists have the ability to do,

as they have simultaneously
evolved and captured the es-

sence of their older and
beloved albums in one.
Invented is the perfect
blend of the upbeat and
the mellow, each song
flowing seamlessly into
the other. They know
how to keep their listeners on their toes, no
track is the same and yet
everything has a perfect
symmetry and order.
From the very first
track, "Heart Is Hard
To Find," the listener is
drawn in by the buoyant
beat that quickly segues
easily to lead singer Jim
Adkins singing, "I can't

compete with the clear eyes of
strangers I'm more and more
replaced By my friends each
night." These hard hitting and
introspective lyrics, coupled
with an amazing beat make this
album a sure success for Jimmy
Eat World.
Anyone looking for something both nostalgic and new
should go get their copy now,
because they're sure to love this
new addition to the Jimmy Eat
World library.
Grade: A
Download: "Heart Is Hard
To Find"

Bad Religion back to old self
Punk iconoclasts rekindle original sound with Dissent

lJJ
Bad Religion

The Dissent of Man

bv Alexis Revnoso
Staff Writer

In true Bad Religion form
their new album, The Dissent Of
Man, builds on their punk-rock
reputation. With a career spanning 30 years, Bad Religion has
always remained true to their
original sound and this album
is no exception. Fans are not to
be disappointed with their latest release, The Dissent Of Man,
which showcases a blend of the
bands rebellion against society
lyrics and their guitar packed
melodies. The lyrics are the perfect match to the high octane
music, with thought provoking
lyrics that will keep the listener
engaged.
Although they have retained
the comforting familiarity of
their songs, they've also amped
up the vocals to a whole new
level, with well harmonized
back up singers and a stunning
performance from the lead singer Greg Graffin, it brings the old
and familiar to a new level.
While most of the songs on
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the album are upbeat and full
of energy, they also showcase
some slower songs - well, slow
for them, which is still fast in
regular music standards. In fact
one of the best songs on the album is one of the slower songs
entitled, "Won't Somebody,"
which begs the question, "Won't
somebody please come up with

ryans e
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something... but everyone is
still right here waiting." Overall, Bad Religion's new album is
sure to please old fans and followers.
Grade: B
Download: "The Devil In
Stitches"

1

Two-time Grammy winners:
Best Classical Crossover
Wednesday, September 29, 2010
8PM, Soda Activity Center
"A sterling example of first-rate jazz music
making" - Los Angeles Times
SMC Students - $5

SMC Faculty/Staff - $10

For tickets call: 631-4670 or purchase at the
door prior to the concert.
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OPiNiON
Brickpi le gets a
Comedian's rally will encourage Americans to use logic, end partisan extremism 'healthy' makeover

John Stewarts' "Rally to Restore Sanity" bringing reason back

jOSE ALVAREZ

D

o you ever get the feeling
that American politics is
getting way too polarized - with
the liberals getting even more liberal and the conservatives getting
more conservative? Whether it's
wanting to ban all SUVs or publicly declaring that homosexuality
should be illegal, there are extremists on both ends of the political
spectrum that say or do things that
defy all logic and reason.
I have always held a belief that
you have to do something extreme
to get noticed, and only in recent
times, that saying has held true.
Want to impress your friends?

Want to get attention? Want to get
on the news? Do things that will
cause extreme moral panic. Or
do something that is even more
unthinkable: be a moderate. Jon
Stewart's "Rally to Restore Sanity,"
which has attracted an attendance
of 145,000, is something that seeks
to restore the moderation and
middle ground that many people
claim they want to find.
Fellow celebrity Stephen Colbert is holding a rally called "March
to Keep Fear Alive," which has attracted an additional 60,000 people.
Both rallies were inspired by Glenn
Beck's "Rally to Restore Honor",
which took place on August 28, attracted anywhere between 300,000
to 500,000 attendees.
"The rally is for people too
busy with their normal lives to go
to other political rallies," Stewart
said. Colbert says, "Join The Rev.
Sir Dr. Stephen Colbert, D.F.A. on
October 30 for the 'March To Keep

Fear Alive' in Washington, D.C.
Pack an overnight bag with five extra sets of-underwear-you're going
to need them. Because, to Restore
Truthiness we must always ... Shh!!!
What's that sound?! I think there's
someone behind you! Run!"
With Tea Party candidates
gaining serious ground on both
Democrat and Republican candidates and the questionable views of
those candidates attracting national
(and in some cases international)
interest, both rallies are a response
to the fervent extremism that the
Tea Party has sparked.
For example, Christine
O'Donnell, a Republican candidate
for Senate in Delaware, is running
on a very far-right platform, saying
she is against masturbation, but
is not against outlawing it. "And
when I go to Washington, D.C.,
it'll be the Constitution on which
I base all of my decisions, not my
personal beliefs," O 'Donnell said.

Sharron Angle of Nevada made
headlines in July when she said
that victims who became pregnant
through rape and incest were part
of God's plan. When asked if she
would support abortion in the cases
of rape and incest, she said, "You
know, I'm a Christian and I believe
that God has a plan and a purpose
for each one of our lives and that
he can intercede in all kinds of situations and we need to have a little
faith in many things."
In an era where the middle
ground is often ignored by politicians, with candidates doing just
about anything to get votes, we
should all collectively hold our
own rally to restore sanity by moderation. Doing extreme things may
get you significant attention in the
political world, but it can also get
you a lot of negative attention just ask the many public servants
that have said extreme things to
get votes.

Anti-social network: Facebook eroding away interpersonal relationships
Popular website amoungst young adults encourages virtual, rather than actual human interactions

Tn

the beginning of my fresh.l.man year at Saint Mary's,
students quickly began adding each
other as friends on Facebook before
they even met each other in person.
This seemed like such a strange
practice, that is, giving out personal
information which would normally
come up in conversation to people
you don't know. On Facebook we
have the option to apply labels to
our names and choose to associate
ourselves with specific groups; for
example: Republican, Democrat,
Gay, Straight, Muslim, Catholic or
Jewish, etc.
Facebook is meant to promote
socialization and help keep people
in touch. However, it appears to be
doing just the opposite by putting so
much personal information out to
the public. People no longer need to

talk to each other to learn what the
other person thinks about religion,
sex, or politics. That information
is neatly summed up in about six
words or less on a single Facebook
page.
If you're already friends with
the people you add on Facebook,
then this isn't that big of an issue.
The problem with labels comes
about when you add people into the
equation with whom you have never
talked to, nor even met in person.
That new friend comes with their
own prejudices and ideas about
religion and or politics. As my page
appears on their screen, he or she
might see that I'm a Republican and
then judge me based on their ideas
of what a Republican is.
Basically, Facebook is streamlining discrimination. Facebook
already lacks the human element of
communication; that is, you cannot
see the persons' face that gives clues
to intent and purpose. Furthermore,
you cannot hear the tone of a person's voice, which can tip you off to
deceit or sincerity.
While there are pictures that
allow you to see the person, said

pictures do not make up for the
loss of personality from Facebook.
Such pictures can act similarly to the
labels and set people up to be judged
unfairly. Without context, the labels
and pictures mean little about the
person, and can lead to discrimination based on their content and
appearance.
Relationships are also a sensitive
issue when it comes to Facebook.
When relationships end, they can be
devastating to both parties involved.
Facebook treats relationships with
the same amount of care and tact
as airport employees use to transfer
luggage into airplanes. Broadcasting ones' relationship status to the
world allows friends to comment on
the relationship as it appears in their
news feeds. Reading peoples' comments on these news feeds can cause
a person emotional trauma, and can
also lead to a complete breakdown in
verbal or written human communication. For example, a friend of mine
recently broke up with her boyfriend,
and without fail her relationship
status appeared on her news feed as
"single." Within five minutes several
of her friends had already begun to

comment and express their feelings
with emoticons, instead of words.
One of the comments with words
read, "It's finally Facebook official."
To think that the act of clicking
a button to end a relationship supersedes the finality of meaningful
communication is heartbreaking
in-and-of-itself. We gave Facebook
this power over us by using it, and
growing accustomed to its authority. We should not be comfortable
with having a third-party advertising
company define my relationships.
We should be the entities responsible
to decide for ourselves what friendship means.
What will happen in the future
as our generation, the first generation to integrate Facebook into our
daily lives, begins to die? Many
may dread the day that they see a
message in their news feed that says,
"Your uncle John is no longer listed
as being alive." This may seem like
hyperbole; however, what else can
we expect when breakups become·
trivialized to the point that friends
can get away with posting sad
faced emoticons to express their
sympathy?

Get your facts straight: The Tea Party is not a racist movement
Ad hominem arguments claiming otherwise are fallacious and inherently illogical
by Hannah Kovach
Contributing Writer

Tt is time to admit that the
.lrally cry of "The Tea Party is
racist!" has ceased being relevant
and become an annoyance. More
to the point, this idiotic attempt to
marginalize a sincere movement of
the people is an offense to all who
err on the side of rationality.
This meme is getting ridiculously
old. It's been blared out by the
mainstream media for nearly two
years now, yet there has been little
to no proof that racism is a mainstream tenet of the Tea Party. On
the contrary, the vast majority of the
Tea Party movement has rebuked
such offensive rhetoric, including the
Housion Tea Party Society, which
asked Dale Robertson to leave after
he came to one of their protests, and
stated that they "do not choose to

associate with people that use his
type of disgusting language." Additionally, the $100,000 that Andrew
Breitbart has offered as a reward for
tangible proof that a racist act was
committed by Tea Party members,
at a protest they put on last year, is
still unclaimed.
It has been said before and it will
be stated again: there are fringe elements within the Tea Party movement which reek of racism, but that
is what they are - fringe elements.
They do not define the Tea Party,
nor should they. We do not define
all animal rights activists by the
stupidity of PETA, nor do we define
all environmentalists by the actions
of James J. Lee, the man who took
the Discovery Channel headquarters hostage, because he claimed
to experience an "awakening"
when he watched "An Inconvenient
Truth". Why should we define the

Tea Party by their extremists?
It is a ridiculous ad hominem attack on the Tea party that not only
diminishes people's outrage over
actual racism, but also makes the
people using such a fallacious argument look as if they cannot argue
against their opponents based on
ideas, logic and facts. Through the
incessant use of such incendiary
language, the proponents of the
expansion of governmental power
overseen by the Obama administration look like they don't have the
answers to the Tea Party's questions,
or, at least, not answers that the
American people will remotely like.
The factis that Obama's approval
ratings are sinking faster than the Titanic; only 42 percent of Americans
overall approve of how Obama has
been handling the presidency, versus
the nearly 80 percent who approved
of him at the beginning of his presi-

dency. The current unemployment
rate is 9.6%, still above the less
than 8% promised by the Obama
administration, a year was spent
focusing on a controversial health
care bill whose passing may or
may not increase the national debt,
when jobs were steadily declining,
and the national debt is increasing
exponentially. Why is the political
movement pointing this out branded
as racist, when any president, no
matter his or her race, associated
with such startlingly poor results
would be rightly excoriated for it?
Finally, thinking about it, at Saint
Mary's we have Seminar class, and
while Godwin's Law gets thrown
into the mix once in a while, ad
Jwminem arguments are unofficially
verboten in Seminar debate. Why
can we not expect as much from our
politicians and our media as we do
from each other in seminar?

Man Zeidan
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r-riii.e beginning of this school
.l year has brought about a
few aesthetic changes on campus.
For one, we can all notice that the
fountain outside of the student union
is still under renovation. However,
many returning students may have
noticed that the on-campus eatery,
the "Brickpile," is no longer open
for business.
The on-campus restaurants known
as "Subversions" (sandwiches) and
"155°" (burgers, fries, chicken nuggets) are now a distant memory for
the building that previously housed
the Cassin Student Union. Through
the years, the Brickpile has served
many students, faculty and staff.
Alberto Ortega '14 expressed that
he would have liked the option to use
his "flex" dollars at the Brickpile. For
first-year students, the former campus
eatery is an option they will not have
the opportunity to experience.
It is not difficult to notice, especially for returning students, that the
well-known eatery /hang-out spot is
no longer available for student use.
Even more intriguing is the notion
that the former Brickpile is now
home to exercise equipment but not
currently available for students to
make use of.
Considering the location of the
new exercise equipment, it is easy
to perhaps question the motivation
of the school to place the equipment
in such a location. Located directly
next to Dryden Hall, where many
students eat their meals, one question
does come to mind. Is the college
promoting exercise and fitness along
with healthier eating?
As a senior of Saint Mary's College, each year has brought about
changes and revisions to the campus
experience we live in. However, I
have not in four years believed that
Saint Mary's would remove the
Brickpile that many students have
known and loved.
Through the past few years, the
former Cassin Student Union has
gone through several transitions
in order to arrive at the identity in
which it possesses now. In 2007-2008,
the Cassin Student Union building
(the former Brickpile location) was
home to both Subversions and 155°
along with the campus game room
(students could play ping-pong, air
hockey, and billiards).
In 2009, there was a change that
saw game room move into the first
floor of De La Salle and, in the
opinion of this writer, contributed to
greatly enhancing the environment
of fun and socializing with others.
The new game room however,
while very enjoyable and fun for all,
began to take attention away from
the Brickpile.
In sum, it is sad to see that our
beloved campus eateries, save Cafe
Louis, are now little more than a
memory. For returning students, the
former Brickpile will always be a
piece of nostalgia they can hold onto
as the years go by. For new students,
they will never get to experience
the Brickpile restaurants as part of
their on-campus dining options.
Although the Brickpile was not the
biggest attraction on our campus, it
will hopefully not forget itself to us
anytime soon.
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PORTS
Gaels can't get revenge against Cardinal
Defense falters in second half verses Stanford

Sophomore Rosie Smith broke the Gaels record in the 6K race, finishing
at 21 :45 overall.

XCountry: Van Wyck leads men's runners
Courtesy of smcgaels.com

Senior Dylan Leslie had four shots in the Gaels 3-0 loss on Friday.

bv Brvant west
Editor-in-Chief

The #18 Saint Mary's men's
soccer were shutout this week in
a 3-0 loss to Stanford on Friday
in Palo Alto. After loosing to the
Cardinal last fall in the NCAA
tournament, Saint Mary's could
get their revenge and failed to
nail home any of their fourteen
shots. With the loss, the Gaels fell

to 4-2-1.
Saint Mary's held the Cardinal scoreless in the first half, but
Stanford got on the scoreboard in
the 61 stminute on a bicycle-kick
goal from senior Bobby Warshaw.
Three minutes later, Stanford
struck again when Dominique
Yahyavi scored in the 64th minute.
The third goal came in the 86 minute from Taylor Amman.
Junior goalkeeper Doug Herrick finished with eight saves but
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the Gaels defense couldn't stop the
second half pressure from the Cardinal. Of the Gaels 14 shots, only
three were on goal and all three
were saved by Stanford keeper
Jason Dodson.
The Gaels will return home to
begin the first matches of conference play, with a match on Friday
at 4:00 p.m. against reigning wee
champion San Diego , and a game
against Loyola Marymount on
Sunday at 2:00.
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Alex Choy finished with a time of
24: 15 coming in 4th for the Gaels.
For the men's side only five
runners competed at Stanford
and finished 23 out of 26 teams.
Rob Van Wyck had an strong
race finishing with 25:43, twenty
seconds better than last year. "I
saw a lot of people going out fast
so I waited to the second half
of the race to jam and it paid
off because I beat a lot of major

Get one free at the
Tutorial and Academic Skills Center
Filippi Academic Hall, Room 190
Want to work as a Tutor?
Get a job at the
Tutorial and Academic Skills Center.
Email - irp l@stmarys-ca.edu
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continued from page 8
ners 25-9.
In the third set, Bakersfield picked
up the energy. The set opened with
a battle, 7-7. The set was still tied at
nine-all when the Gaels went on a
6-3 run to take a 16-12 lead. Saint
Mary's maintained the lead and took
the set 25-20.
"We wanted to maintain a high
level tonight and did that for the most
part," said head coach Rob Browning. "We did some things a little
differently and shuffled some people
around to see some different lineups.
We are excited to start conference
play next week.
Saint Mary's returns home on
Thursday to take on Portland in their
first West Coast Conference match of
the season.

The Collegian is actively
seeking interested sports fans
for writing and photography!
Harness your
passion for Gael
athelics and join The Collegian sports team today!
Meetings on Monday,
6 p.m. in Dante 120

names in the conference", said
Van Wyck.
Brad Alban finished with a
time of 27:23 and James "The
Tucson Kid" Hayes finished with
a time of 27:50. Sophomores Antonio Venegas and Jordan Lerma
finished with times of 28:25 and
29:56 respectively.
The Gaels hit the tracks next
at the Gator Invitational in San
Francisco on Friday October 8.

Need a Tutor?
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(between N ation's & Rheem Theat er)
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PLAYER OF THE WEEK

--

Rosie Smith
Cross Country
Sophomore Rosie
Smith broke a Cross
Country record for
fastest 6K ran time
with a 21:45 mark
overall. She bested
the previous record,
21:50, which was
held by Karrie Hagedorn from 2008.
Courtesy o f s m cgaels .com
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Go Gaels!

Gaels lose against Huskies, Soartans

Smith breaks
Saint Mary's falls to 6-3-1 after loses against Washington, San Jose State Gaels Cross
Country record
bvDJBowen

Women's squad
finishes 16th, men
23rd at Stanford lnvit.

Staff Writer

Saint Mary's women's soccer
entered this weekend with revenge
in its sights. The squad was winless
in their last three matches, including their first loss of the season,
and a pair of ties on the road last
weekend. Facing Washington at
home and San Jose State on the
road, this weekend didn't provide
any easy victories and the Gaels
lost both contests, falling 3-1
against the Huskies on Friday

and 1-0 against the Spartans on
Sunday. With the losses, the Gaels
fall to 6-3-1 overall.
Washington's only loss came
to a ranked Rutgers early in the
season, so the Huskies shaped up
to be a formidable opponent, and
they didn't disappoint. The visiting
team took the lead in the 36th minute after Lindsay Elston rifled a
shot into the net from 14 yards out.
Entering halftime, Washington
maintained this lead, and a statistical advantage in many categories,
including a 9-4 lead in shots.
Unfortunately, the second half
did not get much better for the
Gaels.Washington took a 2-0 lead
in the 5 lst minute after a stellar
save by their goalkeeper. When
Saint Mary's attempted to put up
a fighting chance with senior Alex
Ciliento's second goal of the season, the Huskies answered back
with their third goal of the match
within 1:20 . After the match ,
head coach Kai Edwards was
mostly positive about his team's
performance. "We didn't execute
in the end, but once again, I can't
fault our team's effort today. "
He made remarks regarding the

bV Graeme Faulkner
Contributing Writer

Max Crowe!VTHE COLLEGIAN

Freshmen Alli Beard and the Gaels couldn't stop the Huskies offense in a 3·11oss on Friday.

Saint Mary's team's youth and
inexperience versus Washington's
seasoned squad starting seven
seniors.
The young Gaels went on the
road to wrap up the weekend
against San Jose State and faltered
against the Spartans. San Jose
entered the match-up on a three
game winning streak and controlled the ball, getting 21 shots
against the Gaels 10.

"We played hard, very hard.
We showed moments of quality,
which is nice," said Edwards.
"SJSU is a well coached and well
organized team."
While the Spartans outshot
the Gaels and controlled the ball
most of the contest, the winning
goal came late in the 79th minute off a kick from Kelsey Lord.
Goalkeeper Sarah Peters finished
the match with eight saves, while

10 of San Jose State's kicks were
on goal.
"We will grow from this
match," Edwards said . "The
game is behind us, and we have
one focus from here, and that's
beating Cal. That is it, not SJSU
and not the result today."
Next weekend, the Gaels will
face No. 16 California at home in
a Saturday afternoon match.

In tough running conditions
at Stanford University's Golf
Course, the cross country men's
and women's teams provided
a strong showing. Teams from
around the country competed
on this very hot day in Stanford . This invitational race featured cross country heavyweights
Arkansas, Northern Arizona ,
UCLA, Cal, Chico State, and
home favorite Stanford.
Leading the lady Gaels was
sophomore Rosie Smith who had
a phenomenal showing and broke
the Saint Mary's women's record
for a 6k race with a time of 21 :45
- five seconds better the previous
record-holder Karrie Hagedorn
who ran a 21 :50. "Rosie really
gutted out a strong performance",
said assistant coach Mark Carberry. Competing with the top
25 girls for most of the race and
ending up finishing 32th overall,
Rosie still felt like she could
have done a lot better, but she
improved by almost three minutes
faster than last year's showing at
Stanford.
Another great feat was every
woman who ran last year at Stanford improved their time. Senior
Tess Descher finished 63th with
a time of 22:27 nearly a minute
faster than last year's time. Juniors Maria Ahlqvist and Natalie
Sojka put up good times of 23:58
and 24:35. Sojka finished about
two minutes faster than last year's
Stanford result. " It wasn't personally a good race for me but I am
proud of the team's achievements
and improvements this year" ,
said Sojka. First year freshman
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Offense shines as Gaels sweep past Cal State Bakersfield
Saint Mary's volleyball recovers from rough week, blast past Roadrunners
led the Gaels with 19 assists and
sophomore setter Missy White
Staff Writer
notched 12, while senior libero Kelly
Saint Mary's women's volleyball Huston had 11 digs on the night.
team bounced back from a tough
Saint Mary's opened the first
week by defeating
set with a 6-1 run, including three
CSU Bakersfield i n - - - - - - - - - - - . killsfromJolly. The
a sweep on Friday,
Gaels improved
September 24.
their lead going up,
Senior outside
17-7 · The Roadhitter Megan York
runners fought
led the Gaels with a
back to cut it to five
match-high 10 kills.
late in the match,
Five Saint Mary's _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ____. 23-18, but follow-

bv CaiUin Graveson
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players hit .300 or better, with freshman middle blocker Natalie Loos
recorded a .889 percentage with eight
kills. Freshman outside hitter Jordan
Shaw also hit over .800, she hit .833
with five kills.
·
Senior setter Kapua Kamana'o

ing a time-out the
Gaels closed out the set, 25-20.
In the second set, the Gaels took a
5-1 lead off a pair of kills from York.
The Gaels went on an 8-0 run late
in the game to defeat the Roadrun-
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Cou rtesy of s m cgae ls .com

Freshman Jordan Shaw had five kills and a strong .833 hitting percentage ·in the Gaels 3·0 sweep over CUS Ba·
kersfield on Friday.

